Remembering
Rick Starr...
Richard Starr died unexpectedly on July 8, 2013, at age 62. He
is missed and mourned by his family and legions of friends who
flocked to “Hollywood Sheet Music” to reap the benefit of his extraordinary knowledge of classic popular song and theatre music.
Having served as manager and consultant at the legendary music
store for many years, Rick was a pillar of the entertainment community, offering his expertise to T.V. and film projects, superstar
recording artists, and every newcomer to the Los Angeles theatrical community equally. In 2007 Actors Equity awarded him the
Lucy Jordan Recognition Award “for going above and beyond”;
he also received an award from Backstage in 2008. Rick’s life was
defined by a unique kindness, generosity, and a deep love of the
musical art he performed so vibrantly and supported for so many.
An event to celebrate Rick’s life and contributions will take place
at El Portal Theater in North Hollywood on October 6 at 5:00 p.m.
Memorial contributions can be made to The Actors Fund in gratitude for their excellent care and service: The Actors Fund, 5757
Wilshire Blvd. Suite 400 Los Angeles, CA 90036, 323.933.9244.
(Note- We chose the word “unexpectedly” on purpose, because
even though Rick had endured a long and difficult illness, we
experienced his passing as a surprise. The week previous he had
been up and around, lucid, and energetic, which contributed to
our sense of shock when he passed suddenly. Rest in Peace, Dear
Friend.)

The Rick Starr Project
As many of you know, Rick’s final wish was to be remembered
on a plaque in the new WEST HOLLYWOOD MEMORIAL
WALK sponsored by AID FOR AIDS We are now in the process of making that happen. Many of you
have offered to contribute to this fund. The cost of the plaque is
a $2000 donation to AID FOR AIDS (There are cheaper ones,
but we are going to get the “one name only- a few lines of text”
choice)
Any amount is totally welcome and appreciated..Many people
have offered to contribute to this so even if it’s just $5 or $10,
please know that you are helping to make Rick’s dream come
true...
You can send a check, made out to AID FOR AIDS (with “FOR
THE RICK STARR PLAQUE” on the check) to HSM’s new
locationHOLLYWOOD SHEET MUSIC
Attention: “RICK’S STARR”
323 S. Front St.
Burbank, CA 91502

What started as the West Hollywood Palms has become the West Hollywood
Memorial Walk, a tribute to life and a promise to those lost to continue our
commitment to improve the quality of life for people living with HIV/AIDS.
Developed in cooperation with the City of West Hollywood, these memorial
plaques line the sidewalks of Santa Monica Boulevard from Fairfax Avenue to
Doheny Drive. Not only do the plaques remind our community every day of
our need to assist and find compassion for those who suffer from HIV/AIDS,
but they enable a valuable community asset to act on that generosity and
compassion in a healing way.

The Lucy Jordan Award
In October 2007, Rick Starr was awarded the Lucy Jordan Humanitarian Award. From the announcement...
The appropriately named Mr. Starr is the sole staff worker at
Hollywood Sheet Music and has supported musical theater and
its artists for almost twenty years.
Most know him as an invaluable resource for all things musical,
but relatively few remember that Rick Starr began his career as
an Equity actor, doing character roles all over the Eastern Seaboard. He got his Equity card in a dinner theater production of
GUYS AND DOLLS, and for a long time worked regularly as an
actor in stock companies, supplementing his career by directing
and choreographing summer theatre and kids camps, culminating
in the Equity Library Theater production of Anything Goes.
The Lucy Jordan Humanitarian Award (LJHA) is the only recognition award given by the Western Regional Board of Actors’
Equity Association. It was established by the Stage Managers
Committee in 1992 to commemorate the unflagging spirit of
former Western Region Business Field Rep, Lucy Jordan, who
passed away unexpectedly in May of that year. The LJHA is given to honor any members of the extended theatrical family who
go above and beyond the call of duty, who embody that spirit of
show business in which we are at our best, our most unselfish,
where we go to the nth degree to make the working experience
magical and special. We, the Stage Managers Committee members, are delighted to see Lucy Jordan’s heritage carried on by
someone who shares so much of her spirit.

Messages for Rick...

Rick, to put it simply, was one of the kindest, most supportive,
enthusiastic, knowledgeable and lovely souls on this planet. He
was ever dedicated to helping others and making the world a better
place. He would sometimes call me if he found a piece of music or
collection that he thought might be of interest (and he was always
spot on) and loved to connect one soul to another. It is comforting
to know that what we leave behind continues to resonate and have
an effect on our planet. Rick is someone I will remember happily
and with love, for the rest of my life.
						
Michael Feinstein
Opening a show will never be the same without darling Rick's colorful pencils and sweet notes of encouragement"
						
-Stephanie Zimbalist
Rick was always the most positive person anyone could want as an
audience. He always had words of encouragement for me, and he
always made me feel like I sang better than I probably did but also
that I was capable of singing as good as he said I did.
-Elliot Zwiebach
Dearest Rick, thank you for all your love and support that you
extended to all of us over the years. You have given us wonderful
memories that we will always cherish. We will greatly miss you!
With love and affection, Ron Snyder and Bryan Ruerup
The day I got my first backstage “treat” from Rick made me feel
like I had finally made it in LA! I treasured that eraser and those
pencils like they were long-stemmed roses. Rick gave me a present! How cool. xox - Ilene Graff

Long ago, my first professional role after leaving The Goodman
Theater was The Boy in "The Fantasticks" -- in Florida, of all
places. As an understandably nervous young actor on his first tour,
I was lucky indeed because Rick Starr was also in the cast. From
the first day he referred to me only as "My SON!" in a very dramatic voice. His great, good cheer made me feel welcome and at
home. He was a bit heavier back then, as this picture reveals, and
the sweetest, most lovable larger-than-life character. He certainly
made my first tour a joy. After the show, I went to New York, and
at some point Rick went to LA and we lost touch. Years later,
on one of my first singing gigs in LA, I needed some music and
was told to go to Hollywood Sheet Music. I called ahead, so as I
walked in Stephanie welcomed me by name and a man came running out from the back saying "My son, my son! Do you not
recognize your own father?" And sure enough, it was Rick. It was
a lovely reunion and warm welcome to Los Angeles. Since then,
he has always come to my shows when possible and I was thrilled
to join the group who always received what I refer to as "Rick's
Gifts," a Rick Starr gift package backstage. So telling of who he
is, generous and giving what he can to show support and love. I
am so lucky that one of the world's kindest, most generous people
made me feel welcome and special in a new town TWICE! Thank
you, Rick. You will always be in my thoughts and someone I feel
truly blessed to have had in my life. - Craig Pomranz
"Rick, I always knew I could count on you to remember my birthday or anniversary with something musical. Thank you for your
thoughtfulness, kindness and generous spirit. You shared some
great lessons in giving to others for which I will always be grateful."
				
- Susan Edwards Martin
"Wherever a beautiful soul as Rick's has been, there is a trail of
beautiful memories."
-Love you Rick, Franny McCartney

I am proud to say that a group of Rick's friends from college
(SUNY New Paltz) are making a donation in his name to the newly
established Joseph Paparone Scholarship Fund. This fund is in
honor of Dr. Paparone who has just retired after 43 years as a
teacher and director in the theatre department where we all became
friends with Rick(y) in the early '70s.
Personally, I am dedicating my performance in "You Can't Take It
With You" to Rick saying that he was so well versed in the music
and theatre of the 30's that he was just born 30 years too late.
- Elayne Mordoff
I had been in California a total of 3 months when I met Rick at The
Gardenia (Keri's Open Mic) on May 4, 2010. Rick called me over
at the end of the evening and welcomed me to California and told
me how much he enjoyed my song and gave me his contact information. He told me about Rick's Picks and said he most definitely
wanted to use me. I was so excited to feel so welcomed and greeted so warmly. It was a perfect way to begin my "entrée" into the
Southern California cabaret scene. We started communicating via
email the very next day and continued that correspondence until
his recent illness; even by phone a few times. Rick was always so
sweet and generous with praise, information and advice. Being
so new - not to performing and cabaret - but to a new community,
Rick was exactly WHO I needed to meet to give me the confidence
to move forward. I will always treasure his welcoming me to the
California music scene with such open arms.
						
Francesca Amari
As I sit at my piano, holding my sparkly pencil looking at my
ancient sheet music, all wonderful gifts from Ricky Starr, who
NEVER forgot a birthday, an anniversary,or an opening night, I am
grateful beyond measure that I can say he was a friend, an inspiration, a generous soul, and a light on this planet. I will love him
always. And miss him whenever a special moment comes around.
Shine on, Ricky, shine on!
- Love, Amanda McBroom

If you look up the word“selflessness” in the dictionary, it would
say “Rick Starr.” Rick was one of the most thoughtful, helpful,
giving souls on the planet. Every “treat” he gave us was a token of
deep affection, love, support, and an affirmation of who we are. It
was a reflection of an angel on Earth. Rick earned his wings and
halo long ago. Hugs to all of you who knew our beloved Rick. The
sweet bond is eternal. May the music-filled circle never be broken.
All forms of the living arts –visual, performing, etc. – all need each
other, just like at best we all need each other. Rick always knew
that. There is a new shining “Starr” in heaven –and a champion in
the midst of every sing-along party in the penthouse of Paradise.
						
Michael Maron
I was just reading the latest edition of EQUITY NEWS and learned
of Rick's passing. He was a wonderful person and always helped
Jay Landers and me, when putting together Barbra Streisand tours
and trying out new material. He had EVERYTHING and KNEW
EVERYTHING! R.I.P. - Richard Jay-Alexander
Rick loved the theatre more than anyone I know. He was gifted in
everything he knew...especially LOVE...and LOVE’S TWIN: MUSIC. He will be forever in my heart. - Carol Kline
My Dear Sweet Rick, you lived the dream of giving all you had to
give. And I loved our walk through the world. It has been a privilege and a pleasure to contribute to the Rick's Picks Concert Series.
May your legacy live on and on...
With love, Dianne Fraser
He was the ultimate fan. How, through his meticulous attention
to all of our club dates and birthdays, he made us all feel loved
and appreciated. He knew everything! Where to get his hands on
the most hard to get material, and who was in what, and where
they came from, and he always had a suggestion about a song that
should be learned. I miss his presence. He really was one of a
kind. 						
- Lauren White

As I told Rick when I spoke to him days before he passed, it is just
not the same opening a new show without him there. Like the old
adage which says: "If a tree falls in the woods and no one is there
to hear it, does it make a noise?" But I am contented by the thought
that he can now hear all the shows in all the rooms, and simultaneously. No more this mortal flesh where he had to choose among all
the offerings of all the people he loved in this earthly realm. I will
always miss and love you, my dear Rick.
						
- Joanne Tatham
Dear Rick, You touched so many people with your genuine warm
loving spirit. Memories of you will always bring a smile. We will
miss you.
Love, Mary Pat & Tom Bowe
I treasure the first piece of sheet music I got from Rick, “I Could
Have Been a Sailor” all wrapped in its yellow cover sheet, the
chats we’d have when I’d drive him home to Studio City after
shows (he lived across from me). I’m grateful to have made a
call to him days before he left us and even more grateful to have
his laughter forever on the recording of one of my shows. What
a wonderful and singular laugh he had. Love and miss you, dear
sweet man.
							
Pat Whiteman
Though he helped me more times than I can count with sheet
music, and I always got a call from him on my birthday, I remember Our Beloved Rick Starr. Rick Starr, from the time I met him
in 1988. Rick and I were both cast in a show at Disneyland called
“Roger Rabbit and the Christmas Factory.” I was Murray the Elf
and Rick was Santa. Just a little bit of Rick as Santa. Rest in peace
my good, kind friend.
							
Gary Kluger
Rick, you were always supportive of everything we did. We love
you and know that you are giving out whistle pops to the angels.
			
- Karen Benjamin and Alan Chapman

Rick, with his sister Pam at Catalina Island

Just heard of the passing of dear Rick Starr. To call him a legend
of the cabaret community in LA is putting it mildly. Rick was the
primary supporter of the art of cabaret. From his countless hours
at Hollywood Sheet Music where he would go out of his way to
recommend material, find obscure songs and passionately plug every show in town-- to his commitment to turning up at everybody's
shows....Wherever you were playing, you knew there'd be the
white envelope with the thoughtful "treat from Hollywood Sheet."
Then of course there was Rick's Picks -- the shows he began hosting at the Gardenia. I participated in several and when I spoke to
Rick last week we discussed one he hoped to produce in the Fall. I
saw Rick several times in the hospital over the past few years and
he was always cheerful, even when it seemed impossible that he'd
last another day. He defied the odds with that same indefatigable
spirit and wonderfully sunny smile with which he faced all of life.
Clifford Bell and Michael Lavine - you were such dear friends of
Rick's. We in Cabaret West were all blessed to know him. If you're
doing a show anytime soon, I'd dedicate it to Rick -- as he dedicated so much of himself to all of us. RIP dear friend.
					
SHELLY GOLDSTEIN
"Heaven needed a little treat..." GEORGE SOLOMON
When I first played the Gardenia after arriving from New York
City, there were these little gifts waiting for me. I couldn't believe that someone would be kind enough to welcome me like that.
Rick knew my work from Hollywood Sheet Music. He continued
his thoughtful gestures every time I returned to LA. Now there
was a decent human being.
							
Brian Gari

Beloved Rick Starr Joins The Celestial Choir of Angels
Our longtime family friend, and a dear friend to most singers and
musicians playing in the local Los Angeles area, has transitioned.
He was a performer’s greatest resource when searching for material at Hollywood Sheet Music. He could always find a unique
gem and rarities even out of print. He was also the most ardent and
devoted supporter of artists sending opening night gifts to cheer us
all on. He generously traveled by bus often multiple routes to be
sure to deliver his well wishes for various opening cabaret shows.
Rick had a great gift of caring and celebrating the wins and things
of meaning in his friends’ lives. He was always the first to call and
wish my wife, Wendy, and I happy Happy Anniversary. He called
regularly to offer warm birthday wishes to us and our children on
each of our birthdays. He had an effusive and ebullient zest for
life and a keen and discerning eye and ear for performing artists.
I spoke with him as recently as last week. He was in good spirits
preparing for an upcoming procedure. We caught up. He sent his
love to me and my girls. The last words I said were, “We love you,
Rick Starr.” Indeed. I imagine that phrase being spoken far and
wide with frequency this week assisting in his safe return Home to
Spirit. Love & Light, All.
~ The Vahanian Family
Dear Rick Starr...such a sweet and dear friend. He never missed
a birthday or anniversary. I could always count on Rick to leave
a loving message on my machine on my birthday and then comehome to find a “musical gift” on my doorstep. I have musical
scarves, mugs, pencils, sheet music...always so thoughtful and
generous. We’d always keep in touch on our half birthdays, his
Feb.24th and mine Aug.24th...He was my “go to” guy whenever
I had any questions about music, composers, shows...he knew
everything. He was the “go to” music genius for so many! Thank
G-d for Rick. The heavens are a little brighter tonight because a
genuine Starr is among them. R.I.P. Rick. xoxoxox
				
SUSAN EDWARDS MARTIN

Last week saw the passing of a dear friend, well known and loved
by many on this site- Rick Starr, champion of all that is love and
music. It has taken me awhile to process my feelings- my initial reaction to untimely deaths is usually anger and sadness, and selfish
or not, there seems to be so much of both in the world right now,
I'm not apt to share mine publicly. But Rick had fought hard the
past few years, he knew his death was imminent yet continued onand tireless list maker that he was, never stopped making plans. He
had made a conscious decision many years ago that his life would
be one of love and service and lived thusly. Whether you were
singing onstage, in a studio or the shower, most likely Rick passed
through your life. His knowledge and love of theatre and music
knew no bounds. Never failing to send a first night gift backstage
or make a personal phone call on a birthday, Rick was the man I
awkwardly aspire to be: selfless and loving but still fun at parties.
His last few years saw an ongoing string of hospitalizations but
then blessedly a call would come from him saying he was back
home and ready to play again. His spirit and legacy will live on every time one of us sets a piece of sheet music at the piano or plays
the newest (some admittedly not to his taste) Broadway show. And
when I say the word "Love" I will always stop for a moment and
think of Rick, missing us missing him. Play on, and shine bright,
Sweet Rick!
- STEVE KEYES
I can’t possibly say any more than has already been said and will
be said about this wonderful man’s attributes, so I’ll just talk about
my personal experience. I would not have been able to record “Unsung Hollywood” without him. I absolutely insisted on recording
two impossible-to-find songs from an X-rated musical written by
Anthony Newley and Herbert Kretzmer, if I was going to do this
project of underrepresented film songs. Just as he had numerous
times before, Rick knew just how to get them in to my hands and
he did--quickly and inexpensively.And he always seemed to understand just why I loved the obscure songs so much, and would listen
to me bemoan the fact that no one was singing them. In fact, he
was a great and patient listener, period. What an indelible mark he
has left on the world and in my heart.
- Julie Esposito

I’ve been trying to come up with the words to express my profound
sorrow at the loss of Rick Starr. I don’t have the beautiful writing skill of others I’ve read today. I only know that my emotions
are running deep and I loved that sweet, kind, generous man very
much. He was the incredible shining star of this community. The
amount of time and energy that he put into keeping up with what
was happening and going to as many Cabaret shows and theatrical
productions as humanly possible and on top of it filling up all those
little envelopes with goodies and treats and writing on them is astonishing. I always called his preshow gifts my good luck charms.
When Clifford Bell created a night that I believe was the original
incarnation of Ricks Picks, we met at Hollywood Sheet Music and
used the piano there and Rick suggested music for us. One night
he started singing softly to show me how a song went I pretended
like I still wasn’t getting it so I could hear him finish the song. This
angelic voice came out and we were all thrilled to hear him sing.
I can’t imagine our group without him. He was the great unifyer.
I enjoyed every bit of time I got to spend with him and will miss
hearing his sweet voice, his Birthday call, going to shows with him
and how he always remembered to ask about my family. He was
the definition of a special human being.
KERI KELSEY
Rick Starr may have made a change of worlds, but the “Starr” of
his generous and compassionate spirit will always light the way for
us to care about each other. When I sat alone at a banquette table
or perched by myself on a bar stool at the Gardenia, Rick came to
me because he understood that I could not come to him: Networking can be impossible for one who is totally blind. “Reaching out”
to another was a natural component of Rick’s persona, and I am
deeply grateful to have been touched by him.
							
Jorian Clair
Los Angeles cabaret and musical theatre folks never had a bigger
fan and encourager. Flights of angels sing thee, Rick Starr.
					
Justin Squigs Robertson

RIP, Rick Starr. Your soul has returned to whence it came, but your
kindness and fierceness will live on in our hearts. I admired your
love of great music, and your encyclopedic knowledge of all things
Broadway and Cabaret. You beat so many diagnoses, I denied that
you were in ill health. I'm thinking of you now, and I hope you left
this earth knowing how many people's lives you touched with your
talents. I'm sorry I left LA and lost touch these last few months.
Yours was a complex life, and some of it I didn't understand, but I
gave all I could, until I couldn't anymore.
Love, Gina Zollman
I always loved Rick, but almost took his presence for granted.
Rick, you are sorely missed. My apologies for taking so long
to write this mini FB-eulogy. In your honor, I promise to look
straight-ahead and stop making strange faces during shows from
now on. Thanks for the candy and pens. RIP.
Nate Light
Rick donated most, if not all, of his personal library to AMDA’s
Performing Arts Library on the LA Campus - it is now the “Michael Sartor Memorial Performing Arts Library.” I picked up and
delivered a few of Rick’s boxes for AMDA myself!
When Michael died in September of 2011, Rick was beside himself. A year later, when AMDA finally held their official memorial
at the old CBS Studios, there was Rick, sitting in nearly the front
row honoring his friend, Michael.
I think this is the most significant thing I cherish and will remember about Rick - he just always remembered, whether it was a
birthday, an anniversary, a passing, a show, a sorrow, a celebration
- he always remembered and showed up for everyone. He was a
smart, gentle, sweet, soul and I miss him. It is sad knowing he is
not on the earth any longer.
I will look forward to seeing you and everyone to celebrate Rick
on the 6th.
					
Victoria Lavin
I have so many out of print songs in my ever burgeoning library
thanks to that glowing Starr!
- John Dyer V

“I loved Rick Starr so much...I am so glad that I got to record his
favorite song which he gave me “Blackberry Winter” for Christine
Lavin’s “One Meatball” CD...we even kept me saying at the end
“That is Rick Starr’s favorite song...he gave me that song...thank
you Rick!” I will never forget his beautiful acknowledgment of me
that night...with tears in his eyes he told me how happy and proud
he was that I chose it ...I think he had tried to get others to sing it
in the past to no avail...I am so glad I took him up on it...now it is
one of my fondest memories of Rick. My love to all his friends and
family! 				
Love, MaryJo Mundy”
Rick Starr had the most amazing ability to make each and every
one of us feel like the most talented, most unique and most loved
person he knew. An opening without a “ treat from Hollywood
Sheet” will never be the same. We love you, Rick.
				
Joan Ryan and Howard Rootenberg
Rick gave me huge amounts of care and music. He was my sure
thing when I was insecure with a show or a song. He really was a
beautiful muse for me and so many of my friends. If I was appearing on the corner, he would be there. He wasn’t easy to give back
to but I forced him to let me. He is a huge part of my life in LA.
Love you Rick. Miss you Rick.
					
Barbara Deutsch
To my Dear Ricky.. Thank you for being my best friend all through
college and beyond. Thanks for being the best director ever and for
casting me in your Pins and Needles extravaganza . Thanks for being by my side at my wedding and for lovingly acting as an honorary uncle to my kids. Thanks for all the birthday and anniversary
wishes. I love seeing how respected and treasured and loved you
were by so many...even when distance kept us apart. I cherish every moment that I got to share with you. Thanks for the memories
and the laughter! I will always love you. Pat and Janet and Randy
and I have no doubt that you are directing the Choir of Angels!
Rest in peace dear heart. Missing you already.... Lorry Luken

Rick Starr played Moonface Martin and I played Reno Sweeney
in a summer stock production of “Anything Goes” when we were
both just starting out in the business. We never had another opportunity to work together, and even though he settled in LA while I
stayed in New York, we never lost touch. I could count on him to
remember every birthday and important event and his cheery messages were a source of much delight. His worsening health never
dampened his spirits and on his last trip to New York, we had
breakfast at the Westway Diner and shared funny stories about all
the people we know. Given his medical challenges, his passing
was not unexpected, but nonetheless it made me incredibly sad. A
lovable, adorable, generous soul is gone. But the huge outpouring
of love and gratitude since his passing gives me confidence Rick
Starr will not be forgotten. He will always live in our hearts.
							
Susan Baum
Rick was a class act, and he will be greatly missed.
						
ALEX RYBECK

A thing I’ll always remember is Rick’s amazing and warm smile,
his hysterical wit and his unbelievable supportive heart for me and
all of us. His thoughtful and USEFUL opening night gifts were
always so wonderful to receive, and I still use those wonderful
pencils and erasers and have so much of Rick around my house
and in my daily life. Rick’s GREAT choice of a song for me to sing
at one of his Rick’s Picks is now a favorite song of mine. Love the
tune and the message. I miss Rick. I can’t believe he’s gone. I cherish and was grateful to have some long phone conversations and as
I worked on helping him through some medical challenges in the
latter part of his journey. I’m sure he’s keeping many people laughing in the heavens. His beaming spirit is ALWAYS with me and
has been from the moment I met him at Hollywood Sheet Music as
a teen up until the end. Thank you for so much Rick!
		
							
Joshua Finkel
I was in awe of his kindness, his generosity, and his love of life. He
always made you feel special.
Steven Applegate

Rick was always so giving and so loving. He was one of the most
generous, sweet and gentle people I’ve ever known. He always
had a smile on his face and a kind word for everyone he met. He
was the most thoughtful person - remembering everybody’s birthday and everybody’s show with a little gift from Hollywood Sheet
Music.. And even when he was no longer at Hollywood Sheet, he
would still put something together so you’d know he was thinking
of you. Even when he was bedridden he would call to check in to
wish somebody happy birthday...he was amazing! I feel so blessed
to have been able to call him my friend and I’m so grateful for the
times we shared. I was up in Canada with my family when Evelyn
called to tell me that Rick was gone. It was such a shock...so hard
to process...and we just cried together over the phone and when
I told my mother, she said, “Oh, no, he was such a sweet young
man!” And her words have stuck in my mind ever since for he was
and always will be just that - a very lovely, very dear, very sweet
young man who has left a very big hole in all of our hearts.
							
Andrea Press
I still remember being on the phone with ASCAP’s Vice President
for Musical Theater, Michael Kerker, several years ago and telling
him about Rick and how he was struggling. Out of the blue, Michael asked me if Rick had ever been in a film or on TV. I told him
that I thought he was, but wasn’t sure, that I would ask Rick. Rick
confirmed that he had been. When I told Michael, he said, “Great.
I think we can get him help through The Actors Fund.” The rest is
history. The Actors Fund was instrumental in keeping Rick going
-- providing housing, health care and attention he might not have
received in any other way. Bless Michael Kerker, bless the Actors
Fund, and bless the memory of the indelible, forever stellar Rick
Starr.
			
-Adryan Russ

“REMEMBERING RICK STARR:
A SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY”
A DVD and CD Set.
RICK’S final creative vision was for a show he wanted to do called
“A SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY”. He wanted to ask all of his favorite performers to sing the one song that meant the most to them.
Since his list consisted of 275 people, we decided that it probably
wasn’t going to happen the way he wanted it to- but we have come
up with an alternative version that we think he would be thrilled
with, and can be a very profound lasting legacy for our cherished
friend.
We are going to produce, both a CD and DVD compilation set, that
can be as big as it needs to be to include an offering from everyone
who wants to participate. We’re not looking to produce any more
video clips or audio records (you can, of course, if you want to)
but the idea is to put together compilations from everyone’s archives- either video or audio.
I think we can expand the theme of “A SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY” to have your choice be a remembrance of Rick, or stick with
his concept of whatever was the most important song for you.
All proceeds from both the c.d. and the d.v.d. will go to the Actors
Fund, in Rick’s name.
Please contact cliffordbell@cabarabia.com if you would like to
participate in this project

SPECIAL THANKS RELATED TO THIS
OCTOBER 6TH EL PORTAL EVENT
- PEGGE FORREST and JAY IRWIN for their enormously generous gift of using this beautiful venue to remember our Rick. He
spent many, many happy nights here and it was a perfect choice of
where should gather.
- SUSAN EDWARDS MARTIN for the inspired suggestion to
look into the El Portal for this event.
- EDWIN PLEITEZ, Technical Director
- REVA SOLOMON, Stage Manager
- PETER EWEN, for creating the souvenir program for this event...
and hours and hours of help with photos and graphics.
www.DesignedByPeter.com
- MARC SALTARELLI, for his many filmmaking and video production services, and technical support for all audio/visual aspects
of this event. www.line9productions.com
- To the circle of friends that have served as the creative team for
this event- CLIFFORD BELL, MICHAEL CHAPMAN, SHELLY
GOLDSTEIN, MICHAEL LAVINE, GEORGE SOLOMON, and
HILLARY TURK
To Rick’s beloved family members- His sister, PAMELA STARR,
AUNT BEBE, UNCLE DONALD KRANZE, and COUSIN LORI
COLEMAN.
Please visit our special Two-Hour Tribute to Rick Starr on Clifford Bell’s podcast “CABARABIA” on Global Voice Broadcasting with In Studio Interviews
with Shelly Goldstein, Todd Murray, Joan Ryan, Hillary Turk, and David Zack.
Also includes video clips featuring Karen Benjamin & Alan Chapman, Jason
Graae, Andrea Marcovicci, and Rena Strober,
www.gvbradio.com/cabarabia

( Filed as “September 30”.)

Rick, with his sister, Pam, at Catalina Island

